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OF FOOD AND DISCOURSE FOR ALL
If variety is the spice of life...

Following on from our successful inaugral JLS evening we again invite you to interact, learn and
connect with Jewish life and culture. All are welcome to learn more about everything you always
wanted to know and then some.
We start with a light supper followed by a choice of three sessions and finish with a main speaker.

Italian Delicatessen
When the Sky Falls in
Music of Terezienstadt
Balfour Declaration 1917
Do the clothes make the man?
LIMITED SPACES - ONLY £10 PER PERSON
HOSTED BY SWHC AT THE SHUL

Contact the Shul Office on 01702 344900 or email swhc@hotmail.co.uk to book your place
on or before 5 January 2015

7:00 - 8:00

Italian Delicatessen

Mirella Walters

Risotto
Mushroom Pasta
Green Salad
Tiramisu
Fruit Salad
8:00 - 8:50

Session A1 When the Sky Falls in

Janet Gershlick

Janet Gershlick is a well-respected broadcaster, writer, radio and television presenter and ‘When
The Sky Falls In’ is her first performance piece written from her own experiences. She has taken the
performance to sell-out audiences both throughout the UK and New York and has recently returned
from performing in Jerusalem and Tel Aviv where she received standing ovations.
Janet will be reading and performing extracts of ‘When The Sky Falls In’ and she will also tell the story
of a brown heavily-taped mystery package left to her by her mum. She has still not opened it and will
explain why it is still intact. ‘Whilst it may sound like a difficult subject, it is far from gloomy. Janet explores the subject
with immense feeling, insight and good humour. It is a deeply honest and moving story and I highly recommend it’.
Janet has co-hosted with Trisha Goddard on the TV programme ‘Trisha’ on Channel 5 and has her own website:
www.janettalks.com and twitter feed.
8:00 - 8:50

Session A2 The Music of Terezienstadt

Philip Hyman

Philip Hyman is a member of the Cockfosters and Southgate community. He has been with BBC Radio for more than
three decades and has worked as an Announcer on Radio 4, and as a producer/presenter for World Service EnglishTeaching programmes. Philip has had a life-long passion for music and for many years now he has worked as a
Scheduler for Radio 3. He has been talking about ‘Jews in Music’ for eight years at the Cockfosters and Finchley study
programmes, and at other venues.
Tonight Philip tells the story of the music of Terezienstadt. One of the most fascinating, disturbing, and sometimes
uplifting stories among the many tragedies of the Second World War and the Holocaust, is that of the writers, artists
and performers who were gathered together in Terezienstadt by the Nazis. Tonight Philip tells the emotive stories
of the composers, writers and musicians who spent their last weeks and months in Terezienstadt under the most
horrendous conditions, and he will play recordings of some of the music written and performed there.
8:00 - 8:50

Session A3 The Balfour Declaration: Why there was never the promise
of a Jewish State

Charles Landau

In the centenary of the First World War, consider how nations chased after imagined world Jewish
support. Understand why British political interests never promised the Jews a state in Palestine.
A story of double dealing, broken promises, secret agents, fanatics, prophecy and illusion. Never
more relevant than today as the Middle East spirals into the abyss.

9:00 - 9:50

Session B

Do the clothes make the man?

Rabbi Joseph Dweck

Rabbi Joseph Dweck is the Senior Rabbi of the Spanish and Portuguese Jews’ Congregations
of the United Kingdom. He received his Semikah (rabbinic ordination) from former Chief Rabbi of
Israel Rabbi Ovadia Yosef z”l. Originally from Los Angeles, California, Rabbi Dweck served as the
Rabbi of Congregation Shaare Shalom for 15 years as well as Rosh Yeshiva/Head of School at
Barkai Yeshivah for six years in Brooklyn, New York. Rabbi Dweck now lives in London with his wife
Margalit, and their five children.
A discussion on the Sephardi approach to engaging with the world.

